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About This Game

The year is 1951, somewhere in a small town in Italy; and the lives of five women are about to take an unwanted dip into the dark
waters of despair…

You take on the role of a young woman called Libretto Pansatto, an aspiring violinist in her early twenties. Having recently
suffered the loss of her mother, Libretto has never felt more hopeless. But in the midst of her life’s biggest tragedy, an exciting

opportunity makes itself known – as she receives an invitation to watch her closest friend perform at the grand re-opening of the
symphony hall in town.

Soon after arriving at the hall, Libretto feels death is in the air around her…and realizes that this isn’t just any performance –
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but perhaps the last song that humanity might ever hear...

The Ghost of You is a 510,000+ word epic about love, loss, and survival. You make the choices that shape Libretto’s character;
and you shape just what kind of an ending you get. With two romance routes and ten possible endings, will you end up with the
girl you love, or will you end up alone? Will you fight the evil going on in this place, or will you join it? And most importantly –

will you survive the madness of the symphony hall?

Are you prepared for what’s to come?

510,000+ words. The Ghost of You is a rich, in-depth look into the life of Libretto – and what can happen when just one
person has an effect on the lives of so many. With half a million words, we'll make sure you get your money's worth!

You decide on your game. Libretto’s fate is in your hands; from her words to her actions, you choose just what kind of path
you want to set her on.

Two romance routes! Decide between Mona Tenebre, Libretto’s lovelorn, gloomy ex-girlfriend; or Elisa Durante, the bright
and charming childhood friend who has seen it all. Will either of them win Libretto’s heart in a place like this?

A full soundtrack and 400+ unique sound effects. To enhance your reading experience to its fullest, we have included a
classical soundtrack and plenty of haunting sound effects that will get you squirming in your seat.

Ten possible endings. Under your guidance, Libretto can be a woman of many different faces; will she be a kind soul to those
around her, or will she be an addition to the evil at work? The choice is yours...and the endings will reflect just what kind of

person you were.

An all "yuri" cast. Alongside Libretto and her friends, you’ll also find several other characters to accompany you on your
journey…or hinder it. This story is full of an all-female entourage that you won’t want to miss.

Multiple Extras. With the main cast and all the history they bring with them, you can unlock many pieces of their story; and
find out just why this symphony hall from hell really exists.

A 75-page long extra route. A prominent couple in the main cast get their own opportunity to share their story - and you can
read it after completing the game once. Just how do a mobster and a songstress with a heart of gold fall in love? You'll have it at

your fingertips to find out!
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Title: The Ghost of You
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Noodletub Games
Publisher:
Noodletub Games
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 200 MB RAM

Storage: 360 MB available space

English
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The important part: Oculus Touch controllers are not supported, and it crashes the game as soon as you attempt to use them.**

The details: Got this game for my Oculus Rift for my girlfriend. The support page says that the game supports both the Oculus
Rift headset as well as "Tracked Motion Controllers" under Input. What they don't tell you is that they only included support for
the Vive. Girlfriend has to use an Xbox controller (really immersive! /s).

From this very Store Page, above this review: "Tailor-made for VR from the ground up - no compromises!" It is a lie.
Deception. They do go on to state "Alice VR works on Oculus Rift, HTC Vive and is also compatible with Razer OSVR.
Traditional controllers are supported on Oculus, while both them and motion controllers work on Vive." However, this is fairly
far down in the (fairly lengthy and padded) product description, and not in the bullet points (which included the (Tailor-made
for VR from the ground up - no compromises!").

Also, I can't use my computer while she's in VR, because her controller inputs only work when the VR game is mirrored on my
screen (can't alt+tab out without cancelling her ability to click on anything in-game). So that's also annoying.

Overall, I spent less than $3 on it when it was on sale on Fanatical. I can't refund, but it's not the money that is upsetting (it's
throw away money at that price). It is the direct deception used to sell the game. It's not right, and should not be tolerated by
other Oculus users. (Flat-screen / Vive, purchase away. I hope it's awesome for you guys, honestly.). Fun game that gets better
by each update, which it gets a lot of.

More players join the fun every day, and if nobody else is online, the game now has bots you can try your skill against.. I do
NOT recommend this game.. Dated in every way, lacking variety and interesting features.. Although it takes quite a bit of
money to play this at a competitive level, it does offer an amazing gameplay feature which no other TCG has. Whenever one of
your units is defeated in battle, it leaves a corpse which must be removed in order to summon more units to that spot! Ingenious!
:)

Not only that, but corpses can't defend against a direct attack (obviously), so it adds a whole new level of strategy to some
matches.

I am going to recommend this game because of this unique feature. Just don't spend more than you can afford.. Average Mark
Of The Ninja clone.

Gamepad support is pretty wonky. If this is something you really want, be warned that buying the game is a gamble: you cannot
know in advance if your pad will work or not.. Allthough the game itself is quite OK, its like Wesnoth but with more progress in
characters, more story and a lot of item and options in skills and spells. However you will run into unbeatable maps pretty soon,
requiring you to farm in previous maps. After biting through you will quickly find another unbeatable map and you have to go
back to grinding. The maps itself are absolutly static with enemies positioned at the same spot so soon enough youll get bored.
Maybe there is a dead point you have to get over, or maybe im playing it wrong, but after 15 hours in im out.. It is hard to hate
on this because I do feel as if there is something here.

However, from the small amount I played, the world feels empty & barren in some areas, animations are off, he runs like he is
special...

For a GREAT action \/ adventure \/ platformer, game controls have to FEEL good and this one does not. Sorry.

PS: Plus I feel as if you could get several good games for the PRICE of this ONE.
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Haha good for a laugh. Naprosto parádní hra, která ohromí svou atmosférou a hratelností. Už samotný koncept spojení ryb a
robotů je originální a vymyká se nekonečnému vydávání stříleček a bojovek, které jsou pořád o tom samém. Zaujme i audio a
grafika, zkrátka jedna z mála her, které mě v poslední době opravdu pobavily. I recommend watching the tutorial video first.
Then read the manual. If that seems like a lot of work, it's worth it, trust me.

This is a very different game than other's like it I own. The galaxy map is far different, splitting sections of space into areas
inside little cube sectors. The combat is simple. But, that said, let's talk about the overall playing of the game.

I began and read the tutorial. Flew to the Mother ship to begin. Checked out the inventory. Quests work not by "picking" them
up. Instead, you bring the item required back to the station and "turn it in" for a quest. I picked up a new laser pistol with better
stats then mine. Then, set off to find a planet system to check out. Settling on a standard star, as the Mother ship recommended,
I found 5 planets. 2 had temperatures I could handle using the default space suit. So down I landed on one.

And there in, is the beauty of the game. Instead of having a myriad of stats to worry about, this game rewards exploration.
Planets are small on the surface, letting you fully explore each you land on. This was a refreshing change of pace. With the
default laser pistol and a small mapping tool in hand, I wandered the oddly lush surface. Weird plants twisted and olive green,
set against a pretty blue sky. Purple lakes of dangerous chemicals threatened to eat my suit. And there, I found a cave to enter.
And in that cave, were giant bugs that made noises like angry pigs.

After exploring the whole planet, I went back up to the ship feeling something I haven't in many years of sci fi gaming. A sense
of wonder. The eagerness to explore the next planet. What would it look like? What would the caves hold?

Is it worth your money? I think so. If you learn how to play it first, and heed the Mother ships advice on the sorts of places to
start, it's a bit less punishing. But for the price of a couple burgers, you can explore a neat space game. And surely, that's worth
it.
. Competantly done reboot of the classic microcomputer game.
Plays well with gamepad, and gets the core combat correctly.
Only negatives for me are the character art, which looks pretty cheap,
and the music, which was rather meh, could've used something
more ambient on the main board sections.

So, good, but no-frills worth mentioning. Just barely recommended.. This game has literally one of the best soundtracks I've
ever heard
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